New fastest linearly independent (LI) 
Introduction
Ternary switching functions are mappings { } { } → n f and can be considered in different algebraic structures with various polynomial expansions or spectral transforms. To develop the spectral transform theory for switching ternary functions, one needs to refer to abstract harmonic analysis that is a mathematical approach derived from the classical Fourier analysis [1] . Developments in harmonic analysis on finite Abelian groups resulted in various transforms such as Walsh, Reed-Muller, and their possible modifications that have many attractive features and are useful in applications such as a new theory of nonlinear signal and image processing [2−4] and many other areas of applied mathematics [5] .
Fastest linearly independent (LI) transforms over Galois Field (3) (GF(3)) have simpler butterfly diagrams compared to the well-known ternary ReedMuller transform. In this paper, new fastest LI transforms over GF (3) and their properties are investigated and compared with the known fastest LI transforms over GF(3) [6] . The presented transforms and their properties shown here can be used as bases for analysis, synthesis, and testing of ternary functions as well as creating their spectral decision diagrams in a similar manner as for other polynomial expansions [1, 7, 8] . 
Basic definitions
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M is the inverse of n M over GF(3), T denotes transpose operator, and all the additions and multiplications are performed over GF (3) . 
where j g ( )
denotes the ternary switching function whose truth vector is given by column j of n M and j A denotes the j-th spectral coefficient in the spectrum of ( ) n x f based on n M . The additions and multiplications inside (3) are evaluated over GF (3) .
Groups of ternary LI transforms with lower computational cost than ternary Reed-Muller transform have been presented in [6] where they are classified into classes Y1, Y2, Z1, and Z2 based on their structure. There are six ternary LI transforms inside each class, where four of them have the same computational costs that are lower than the computational cost of the other two transforms in the class. In this paper, only those ternary fastest LI transforms with the lowest computational cost are discussed. Together, we refer to those transforms as known ternary fastest LI transforms.
All the known ternary fastest LI transforms presented in [6] are recursive and can be defined in terms of the submatrices 
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). Property 1
gives the general formulae for and ( ) ( )
) can be derived by using (15)−(22) as follows: 
Ternary fastest LI transforms with permutation
In this paper, we want to identify new ternary fastest LI transforms that have the same computational cost as the known ternary fastest LI transforms and can also be calculated efficiently by fast transforms while offering the possibility of more compact polynomial representations, i.e., have the smaller number of nonzero terms. One of the simplest ways to do that is by permuting the known ternary fastest LI transforms. Such class of ternary fastest LI transforms is defined in this Section. It should be noted that due to the relations between the known ternary fastest LI transforms, the LI expansions based on all the ternary fastest LI transforms with permutation cover the LI expansions based on all the known ternary fastest LI transforms.
As such, the minimum number of nonzero spectral coefficients in the spectra of ternary fastest LI transforms with permutation is always smaller than or equal to the minimum nonzero spectral coefficient number in the spectra of all the known ternary fastest LI transforms.
Permutation matrices are matrices that contain exactly one '1' in each row and column. As such there are six possible permutation matrices of size 3 3× and n 6 permutation matrices of size n n 3 3 × that can be derived from the Kronecker product of the 3 3× permutation matrices. with permutation number p ( )
is the n-digit sixvalued representation of p and ⊗ denotes Kronecker product [1, 2, 4, 5, 7] .
Due to the property of Kronecker product, the inverse of p n P , denoted by ( )
, is simply ( ) ( ) 
and its inverse transform matrix ( )
and ( ) ( ) ( ) [6] , it can be established that ) 0 ( Let the matrix Z be defined as 
Generalized ternary fastest LI transforms
The ternary fastest LI transforms with permutation defined in Section 3 can be further extended into a wider set of ternary fastest LI transforms by allowing the permutation to be located either in one side of the butterfly diagrams or between the butterfly diagram stages and by allowing the butterfly diagram stages to be reordered such as it has been done for binary fastest LI transforms [9] . The resulting ternary LI transforms are called generalized ternary fastest LI transforms. As reordering and permutation do not incur any additional cost, the computational cost of the generalized ternary fastest LI transforms are the same as the known ternary fastest LI transforms. 
